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ABSTRACT: Quantum dot based thermometry, in combina-
tion with double beam confocal microscopy, was used to
investigate the absorption/heating efficiency of gold nano-
particles with different morphologies (nanorods, nanocages,
nanoshells, and nanostars), all of them with an intense
localized surface plasmon resonance within the first biological
window, at around 808 nm. The heating efficiency was found
to be strongly dependent on the geometry of the
nanostructure, with the largest values found for gold nanorods
and long-edge gold nanostars, both of them with heating
efficiencies close to 100%. Gold nanorods and nanocages were
found to have the largest absorption cross section per unit mass among all the studied geometries, emerging as optimum
photothermal agents with minimum metal loading for biosystems.

■ INTRODUCTION

Hyperthermia is defined as a process by which body
temperature increases above the standard value (37 °C). In
some cases, this temperature increment is exploited to drive
malignant cells and tissues (constituting, for example, a cancer
tumor) up to the cytotoxic level, that is, 43−48 °C. At these
temperatures, “soft” effects such as protein denaturation take
place in such a way that “nonaggressive” cell death is induced
and/or the cell resistance against traditional treatments (such as
chemotherapy or radiotherapy) is temporally reduced.1 In other
cases, local temperature is increased even further (>50 °C),
leading to the so-called “thermal ablation”, which corresponds
to severe damage and cell death through coagulative necrosis
and membrane lysis.2 Hyperthermia treatments have also been
used to increase drug delivery efficiency by reducing vaso-
constrictions (i.e., increasing bloodstream) as well as by
favoring intracellular drug incorporation thanks to the temper-
ature-induced increase of cell membrane permeability.3 Several
types of nanoparticles (NPs) have been proposed to achieve
selective, accurate, and efficient hyperthermia treatments.4−6

These NPs can be classified into three main groups, depending
on their particular role in the thermal treatment: (i)
Nanoparticles acting as nanothermometers, that is, devoted to
provide real-time thermal sensing over the treated cells and
tissues.7,8 These NPs, such as quantum dots, fluorescent
nanogels, rare earth doped complexes, or rare earth doped
nanocrystals,9−14 are required to avoid excessive heating that
would create undesirable damage in healthy cells and tissues
surrounding malignant ones, as it has been done in several

previous works, some of them taking advantage of the possible
combination of such nanoparticles with other nanoparticles
providing heating capabilities (nanoheaters).15−19 There are,
indeed, review articles describing the state of the art in
nanothermometry.8,20,21 (ii) Nanoparticles for temperature
activated drug delivery22,23 (such as mesoporous silica nano-
particles or metallic nanoparticles) and finally, (iii) nano-
particles for selective local heating (nanoheaters, hearafter
NHts).24 The reduced size of NHts allows for efficient
intracellular incorporation and for long distance transport
through the bloodstream, so that they can be incorporated into
cancer cells and tissues. Once incorporated, NHts induce a
local temperature increase when externally stimulated so that
they can be used for remote heating of cancer cells and
tissues.25

The fast progress of nanoparticle synthesis procedures has
contributed to the development of a wide variety of
biocompatible NHts. These can be classified, depending on
the external stimulus used to activate heating, into two families:
magnetic nanoheaters (M-NHts) and photoactivated NHts
(PA-NHts). In the case of M-NHts, heating is induced by the
application of an external oscillating magnetic field, due to
different physical mechanisms including direct motion of M-
NHts and/or hysteresis induced magnetic energy storage.26,27

M-NHts have been, indeed, used in clinical and preclinical
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studies resulting in successful treatment of different types of
tumors.28,29 On the other hand, PA-NHts are capable of
releasing heat when excited by optical radiation. In this case,
hyperthermia treatments are based on the selective incorpo-
ration of PA-NHts into cancer tissues/cells, followed by optical
excitation leading to localized temperature increase.30 Photo-
thermal therapies based on the use of PA-NHts do not require
complicated or expensive experimental facilities but offer great
flexibility. Nevertheless, their practical application is severely
limited by the reduced penetration length of light into human
tissues. It is nowadays widely accepted that significant optical
penetration into a human body would require the use of certain
spectral ranges, where light absorption by water and other
components of biological specimens is minimum.31,32 In
particular, light radiation of wavelength around 808 nm
seems to be particularly adequate for highly selective photo-
thermal treatments.33 The simultaneous negligible water
absorption and reduced scattering cross section of tissues at
808 nm allow for long penetration depths into tissues making
possible real in-depth photothermal treatments.34 On the other
hand, light sources based on fiber coupled diodes operating at
around 808 nm provide stable, high brightness and excellent
spectral and optical quality beams, at moderate manufacturing
costs.
Among the various nanoparticles capable of efficient light-

induced heating, gold nanoparticles (hereafter GNPs) are
undoubtedly the most popular ones.35 Moreover GNPs, have
attracted great attention in the past due to their multifunctional
character. They were initially introduced in biophotonics as
high brightness multiphoton excited fluorescent biolabels.36,37

Interestingly, GNPs are receiving renewed interest due to their
ability as photothermal agents.38,39 Both fluorescence and
heating properties of GNPs are based on localized surface
plasmon resonances (SPR), which correspond to collective
oscillations of conduction electrons in the NPs. A SPR is
induced when the GNPs are illuminated by an electromagnetic
field at a certain wavelength, the so-called surface plasmon
resonance wavelength (λSPR). When a GNP is illuminated at
λSPR, heat is generated because of the relaxation of surface
currents (process along which energy is delivered to the
surrounding medium). The spectral location of λSPR depends
on the particle dimensions as well as on particle shape,40 since
in the collective surface charge motion a resonance between a
light induced electromagnetic force acting on surface electrons
and their restoring/damping force takes place, and this
resonance condition depends on GNP geometry and size.
This is, indeed, an outstanding advantage of GNPs since
predesigned λSPR can be achieved through adequate tailoring of
GNP morphology. Indeed, it is possible to find in the literature
a variety of GNPs with λSPR matching the “optimum” tissue
transparency value of 808 nm, including the following:
(i) Gold Nanoshells (GNSs). They comprise a dielectric

(silica) core surrounded by a thin gold shell. By an appropriate
choice of the core diameter to shell thickness ratio, GNSs can
be optically engineered so that their λSPR can be controllably
tuned within the visible-NIR range. GNSs have been
successfully used for infrared thermal ablation of human breast
cancer cells,41 for example.
(ii) Gold Nanorods (GNRs). These are solid quasi-

cylindrical nanoparticles with typical widths of 10−20 nm
and lengths ranging from few tens to over one hundred
nanometers, so that their aspect ratios (length/diameter)
typically range between 2 and 10.42 The spectral location of

their surface plasmon resonance wavelength depends not only
on their width and length but also on the precise geometry of
their edges. The exact dependence of λSPR on the particular
GNR geometry is far from being simple but this multiparameter
dependence constitutes a flexible route to obtain GNRs with
λSPR at around 808 nm. GNRs have been successfully used in
the past for both “in vivo” and “in vitro” photothermal therapy
of tumors and cancer cells with low (well below W/cm2) laser
intensities.43,44

(iii) Gold Nanocages (GNCs). They consist of hollow six-
sided gold dices. In this case, the SPR can be spectrally tuned
by varying either the wall thickness or the edge length. GNCs
have been demonstrated to be promising materials for
biomedical applications including “in vivo” multiphoton excited
fluorescence imaging and simultaneous photothermal treat-
ments.45

(iv) Gold Nanostars (GNSts). These are solid gold
nanospheres from which different lobes protrude. These lobes
can be “short”, so we get short-edge GNSts (GNSts-s), or
”long”, so we get long-edge GNStars (GNSt-l). The position of
their corresponding λSPR depends on a variety of parameters,
including the number of lobes per GNSt and the dimensions of
both the spherical core and the lobes. Based on this
multiparameter dependence, the spectral position of the SPR
can be tailored within a wide spectral range, covering both
visible and NIR spectral ranges. GNSts have also been
demonstrated to be efficient photothermal agents, with the
potential addition of efficient drug delivery due to their
intrinsically large surface to volume ratios.46

These geometries can be considered as the most popular
ones, but the continuous development of novel synthesis routes
is leading to a continuous appearance into scene of other GNPs
with their SPR also located close to 808 nm. Nevertheless these
geometries can be considered as combinations or derivations of
the four basic geometries listed above. This is, for example, the
case of the recently introduced gold nanohexapods.47

The efficiency of photothermal treatments based on any of
the above-described GNPs would be given by the density of
GNPs incorporated in the biosystem, the excitation laser
intensity and the heating efficiency of GNPs (the fraction of the
laser power reaching the GNP that is converted into heat).47

Due to the very low fluorescence efficiency of GNPs, almost all
the absorbed optical power is converted into heat.48−50

Therefore, the heating efficiency of GNPs is given by the
relative contribution of absorption cross section (σabs) to the
net extinction cross section (σext), i.e. this efficiency is a
measure of absorption and scattering relative contributions (σext
= σabs + σscat), being σscat the scattering cross section.
Consequently, we here consider that the heating efficiency is
given by the absorption efficiency of GNPs, Φabs, defined as the
fraction of the total extinction cross section related to the
absorption processes, Φabs = σabs/ σext. Theoretical modeling
indicated that this magnitude is strongly dependent on the
particular size and shape of the GNPs.51 Indeed, previous
theoretical work pointed out that both GNRs with aspect ratios
close to 3 and sharp GNSts are expected to have absorption
efficiencies close to unity.51−53 On the other hand, it has been
postulated that “short” GNSts as well as GNSs could show
absorption efficiencies below 0.5.54 The exact knowledge over
Φabs would also allow for the experimental determination of
both scattering and absorption cross sections of GNPs from the
extinction cross section, a magnitude that can be determined in
a straightforward manner from simple optical transmission
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experiments. Indeed, the absorption and scattering cross
sections of a GNP are related to the extinction cross section
and absorption efficiency by two simple relations: σabs = σextΦabs
and σscat = σext(1 − Φabs). Therefore, if both extinction cross
section and absorption efficiency are known, the absorption and
scattering cross sections can be obtained with no need of either
complex simulations or complicated experimental procedures,
such as integrating photoacoustic spectroscopy. Nevertheless,
despite its interest from applied and fundamental points of
view, few examples can be found in the literature dealing with
the influence that morphology has on the absorption efficiency
of infrared excited GNPs. Some of them51 face the problem
based on purely numerical simulations. Others, such as the
recently published work by Wang et al.,47 report an estimate of
the absorption efficiency of specific geometries (nanohexapods,
nanorods, and nanocages) as determined by photoacoustic
imaging, a technique that requires calibration with a reference
sample of known heating efficiency (indocyanine green, in this
case).47,55

In this work, we have systematically investigated the
absorption efficiency of GNPs of five different geometries
that lead to SPR at around 808 nm. Absorption efficiency has
been experimentally determined by using quantum dot based
double-beam fluorescence thermometry, which is a self-
consistent technique that does not require the use of any
reference system. Experimental results are discussed and
compared with previously reported theoretical predictions.
The obtained results allow us to identify the geometries that
could optimize future GNPs photothermal treatments.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Particle synthesis, Morphological and Optical Extinction

Characterization. Figure 1 displays representative transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images of the GNPs investigated in this
work (GNRs, GNSs, GNSts and GNCs). Commercially available
GNRs, provided by Gold Nanorods LLC, were 8 ± 1 nm thick and 29
± 5 nm long (Figure 1a). The GNSs investigated in this work were
supplied by Nanocomposix Inc. and comprised 120 ± 5 nm diameter
silica cores surrounded by 10 ± 1 nm thick gold shells (Figure 1b).
GNSts and GNCs were synthesized following previously reported
procedures,56,57 which are briefly described next.
Gold Nanostars. For completeness, we investigated the absorption

efficiency of both “short” and “long” GNSts (GNSt-s and GNSt-l,
respectively), as defined in the Introduction, involving two different
synthesis routes. As previously reported,56 for the synthesis of GNSt-l,
the seed solution was first prepared by adding a sodium citrate solution
(1% wt, 5 mL) to a boiling HAuCl4 solution (0.5 mM, 100 mL) under
vigorous stirring. Boiling was continued for 15 min, and then the
colloid was cooled down and kept at 4 °C for long-term storage. For
GNSt-l synthesis, citrate-stabilized seed solution ([Au] = 0.5 mM, 13
± 0.2 nm, 0.75 mL) was added to a mixture containing HAuCl4 (0.25
mM, 50 mL) and HCl (1 M, 0.05 mL) at room temperature under
moderate stirring (700 rpm). Silver nitrate (10 mM, 0.15 mL) and
ascorbic acid (100 mM, 0.25 mL) were added quickly, both at the
same time. The solution was stirred for 30 s during which the color
rapidly turned from light-red to blue. Then, CTAB solution (15 mM,
50 mL) was added to ensure colloidal stability of the nanoparticles.
The solution was centrifuged once (4000 rpm, 15 min) and
redispersed in water. The resulting GNSt-l are shown in the TEM
images of Figure 1c and d, and were finally constituted by central 38 ±
4 nm diameter cores, each surrounded by 17 (on average) elongated
lobes (9 ± 3 thick, 46 ± 6 nm long). For the synthesis of GNSt-s, a
different route was adopted, according to previous works.57 In this
case, an aqueous solution of HAuCl4 (50 mM, 0.08 mL) was mixed
with a polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) MW = 10 000 (10 mM, 15 mL)
solution in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), followed by rapid

addition of a preformed dispersion of PVP-coated Au seeds in ethanol
([Au] = 4.2 mM, 13 ± 0.2 nm, 0.04 mL), under stirring. Within 15
min, the color of the solution changed from pink to colorless and
finally turned blue, indicating the formation of gold nanostars in
solution. The solution was centrifuged three times (5000 rpm, 20 min)
and finally dispersed in water. The resulting GNSt-s are shown in
Figure 1e, f and comprised 36 ± 4 nm diameter central cores
surrounded by a smaller number (10, on average) of low aspect ratio
lobes (6 ± 3 nm thick, 13 ± 3 nm long).

Gold Nanocages. GNCs were synthesized by polyol synthesis,
followed by Galvanic replacement.58,59 In a first stage, ethyleneglycol
(EG) (5 mL) was pored into a 25-mL round-bottom flask and heated
under magnetic stirring in an oil bath preset to 150 °C. Then, NaHS
solution in EG (3 mM, 0.06 mL) was quickly injected into the heated
solution at 150 °C. Two minutes later, HCl solution in EG (3 mM, 0.5
mL) was injected into the heated reaction solution, followed by
addition of PVP MW=55000 in EG (0.36 mM, 1.25 mL). After other 2
min, silver trifluoroacetate in EG (282 mM, 0.4 mL) was added to the
mixture. After 30 min the reaction solution was quenched by placing
the reaction flask in an ice−water bath. Then we proceeded with the
Galvanic replacement reaction. An aliquot of the as-obtained silver
nanocubes dispersion (1 mL) was added to 25 mL of water and
refluxed for 10 min, followed by the dropwise addition of an aqueous
solution of HAuCl4 (1 mM, 5 mL). The mixture was then refluxed for
20 min to ensure galvanic replacement. Vigorous magnetic stirring was

Figure 1. TEM images of the five different gold nanoparticles
investigated in this work: gold nanorods (a), nanoshells (b), “long”
gold nanostars (c,d), “short” gold nanostars (e,f), and gold nanocages
(g,h).
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maintained during the entire process. The solution was then
centrifuged twice at 10 000 rpm for 15 min and finally redispersed
in water. The resulting GNCs had a cubic morphology, with 47 ± 3
nm average edge length, framing six 4 ± 1 nm thick gold faces (Figure
1g,h).
All five types of GNPs investigated in this work were dispersed in

Milli-Q water. The concentration of all GNPs ([GNP]), together with
their extinction coefficients at 808 nm (αext(808 nm)) are listed in
Table 1, which also includes the extinction cross sections, calculated
for each case by dividing the extinction coefficient by the GNP
concentration (σext(808 nm) = αext(808 nm)/[GNP]). As a reminder,
the extinction coefficient (αext) is the sum of the absorption and the
scattering coefficients (αabs and αsct, respectively), that is, αext = αabs +
αscat.
All the solutions showed excellent colloidal stability for several

months. The normalized extinction spectra of the five solutions are
shown in Figure 2, as obtained with a Perkin Elmer double beam

spectrometer working in transmission mode (LAMBDA 1050 UV/vis/
NIR spectrophotometer). All five solutions displayed extinction
coefficient peaks, λSPR, close to 808 nm. The extinction spectra of
the colloidal solutions were systematically monitored during experi-
ments without observing any remarkable changes neither in the
spectral position of the SPR nor in the value of the extinction
coefficient. This ensures that no reshaping effects were taking place as
a result of laser illumination.
Thermal Loading Measurements and Determination of

Absorption Efficiency. Double beam fluorescence thermometry
(DBFT) was used for the determination of Φabs. DBFT has been
proven to be an adequate and reliable technique for determining the
absorption efficiency of heating nanoparticles (including GNRs and

carbon nanotubes) without the requirement of reference systems for
calibration.33,52 The working principle of DBFT is schematically
described in Figure 3. Briefly, the solution containing the heating NPs

is introduced in a microchamber, upon addition of a small amount of
CdSe thermosensitive fluorescent quantum dots, for the purpose of
thermal sensing. The resulting concentration of QDs was set to be as
low as 109 QDs/cm3, so that their effect on the optical absorption of
the mixed solution is negligible (the extinction coefficient of the mixed
solution corresponds to that of the GNPs). As described elsewhere,
CdSe-QDs are well-established thermal probes for nanothermometry,
on the basis of a linear shift of their photoluminescence band with

Table 1. Characteristic Dimensions of the Five Different GNPs under Investigation in This Worka

geometry dimensions [Au], g/NP
[GNPs],
NPs/cm3

αext(808
nm), cm−1

σext(808 nm),
cm2 Φabs

σabs(808 nm),
cm2

σscat(808
nm), cm2

σabs(808 nm)/[Au]
cm2/gr

GNRs 8 ± 1 nm width 2.8 × 10−17 1.3 × 1011 5.9 4.5 × 10−11 0.95 ± 0.04 4.3 × 10−11 2.0 × 10−12 1.5 × 106

29 ± 5 nm length

GNSt-l 38 ± 4 nm core 1 × 10−15 9 × 1010 4 4.4 × 10−11 1.02 ± 0.03 4.4 × 10−11 0 4.4 × 104

9 ± 3 × 46 ± 6 nm lobes

GNSt-s 36 ± 4 nm core 5.4 × 10−16 1.3 × 1011 2 1.5 × 10−11 0.43 ± 0.05 6.4 × 10−12 8.4 × 10−12 1.2 × 104

6 ± 3 × 13 ± 3 nm lobes

GNCs 47 ± 3 nm edge 4.7 × 10−16 8 × 109 4 5 × 10−10 0.63 ± 0.02 3.1 × 10−10 1.9 × 10−10 7 × 105

4 ± 1 wall thickness

GNSs 120 ± 5 nm Si-core 1 × 10−14 1.3 × 1010 2 1.5 × 10−10 0.68 ± 0.03 1 × 10−10 5.0 × 10−11 1 × 104

10 ± 1 nm shell
aThe GNP concentrations and the extinction coefficients at 808 nm of the five aqueous solutions of GNPs of Figure 2 are also listed. The calculated
extinction cross section and the experimentally obtained absorption efficiencies are included in the last two columns.

Figure 2. Normalized extinction spectra of the aqueous colloidal
solutions of gold nanorods (GNRs), nanoshells (GNSs), long and
short nanostars (GNSt-l and GNSt-s), and nanocages (GNCs).

Figure 3. (Top) Schematic representation of the working principle of
the double beam fluorescence thermometry (DBFT) technique used
for the determination of the absorption efficiency of GNP nano-
heaters. (Bottom) Characteristic emission spectra corresponding to
CdSe-QDs dispersed together with GNPs in the presence/absence of
the 808 nm heating laser beam (on/off conditions). The spectral shift
reveals a remarkable increase in the on-focus temperature due to laser
induced plasmonic heating.
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temperature.20,60,61 For the CdSe-QDs used in this work (Invitrogen
Inc., ref Q21521MP), the temperature induced spectral shift is known
to be 0.1 nm/°C.61 The mixed solution was placed within a 100 μm
high and 5 mm wide μ-channel (provided by Ibidi Inc.). For DBFT,
two overlapping laser beams are focused into the μ-channel with two
different purposes. A first (pump) 808 nm laser beam (from a single
mode diode laser) was used to excite the GNPs and so to produce a
local increase of the solution’s temperature. This 808 nm laser was
focused into the solution by using a 50× long working distance
infrared objective with a numerical aperture of 0.55. The 808 nm beam
waist inside the solution was estimated from simple Gaussian optics to
be wl ≈ 0.88 μm. Then, the magnitude of this temperature increase at
focus was measured by analyzing the thermosensitive luminescence of
the CdSe-QDs, which were optically excited by focusing a (probe) 488
nm laser beam in the solution. This beam, 2 mW power, was focused
by using a 10× microscope objective with 0.2 numerical aperture,
which leads to a beam waist of 1.4 μm. For the QD concentration and
488 nm laser power (intensity) used in this work, we verified that no
thermal loading of the mixed solution due to light absorption by QDs
was produced, so that light induced heating can be unequivocally
related to the GNPs. The photoluminescence of CdSe-QDs was
collected by the same optics used for 488 nm focusing; and, after
passing through several pinholes and filters, it was spectrally analyzed
by using a high sensitivity Si CCD camera (Synapse, Horiba) attached
to a monochromator (iH320, Horiba).52 The on-focus temperature
increase (caused by the 808 nm induced plasmon excitation of GNPs)
can be then estimated from the spectral shift induced in the CdSe-QDs
emission (see Figure 3). Note that in our case the heating nanoparticle
and the nanothermometer are separated in space as they do not
constitute a single nanostructure. Therefore, the measured temper-
ature corresponds to the averaged over the detection volume. In
addition, the axial resolution of our experimental setup was estimated
to be close to 25 μm. In this axial range, the averaged 488 nm “probe”
and 808 nm “pump” beam waists were calculated to be 1.6 and 2.1 μm,
respectively. Thus, in the detection volume, the 488 nm probe beam is,
on average, more focused than the 808 nm pump one. As a
consequence, the temperature determined by the 488 nm excited QDs
fluorescence can be unequivocally attributed to the on-focus
temperature. In each case, the emission wavelength was identified to
the wavelength at which maximum intensity is emitted. The
uncertainty in the determination of the emission wavelength of QDs
was evaluated by performing several measurements and calculating the
standard deviation of experimental data. In our experimental
conditions, we have found that the uncertainty in the emission
wavelength was in the order of 0.1 nm, leading to a temperature
uncertainty of about 1 °C. Previous models concerning laser-induced
thermal loading of static microfluidics concluded that the laser-induced
temperature increase at focus, ΔTf, can be written as62
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⎣⎢
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where K is the thermal conductivity of water (0.6 W/m·K), D is the
chamber thickness (100 μm), Pin is the 808 nm laser power reaching
the solution, and wl is the 808 nm laser beam waist (0.88 μm). Thus,
the on focus temperature increment normalized to the absorption
coefficient (ΔTf/αext) is predicted to be proportional to both the
absorption efficiency and to the 808 nm laser power (Pin):
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If we define m as the slope of the ΔTf/αext vs Pin curve (m =
(d(ΔTf/αext)/dPin)), then ΔTf/αext = mPin, where m = (Φabs/2πK)
ln(D/wl) . Thus, we can write:

πΦ =
( )

m
K2

ln D
w

abs

l (3)

so that the absorption efficiency of the GNPs can be obtained from the
linear fit of the ΔTf/αext vs Pin experimental data.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4 shows the laser power dependence of the ΔTf/αext
ratio, as obtained for the solutions containing the five different

GNPs under study. In all cases, a linear relationship was
observed, in agreement with eq 2. This suggests that the
extinction coefficient of the solution at the pump wavelength
(808 nm) is not modified during the heating process; that is, it
is not affected by the 808 nm pump laser itself. As mentioned
above, the extinction coefficient of the solution depends on the
concentration of GNPs and on their extinction cross section
(σext), through the relation: αext = σext[GNP]. The local
concentration of GNPs at the laser spot can, in principle,
change because of the presence of optical trapping.63,64

Previous works dealing with optical trapping of GNRs report
such effects for laser intensities above 2 × 106 W/cm2,63

whereas in our case the maximum laser powers used were 40
mW, corresponding to a maximum laser intensity close to 0.2 ×
106 W/cm2, that is, one order of magnitude lower than the
minimum intensity required for optical trapping. Thus, optical
trapping is not expected to occur in our experimental
conditions. Moreover, the extinction cross section of GNPs
can change if their morphology is modified, that is, if reshaping
takes place.65 It should be noted that, according to previous
works, reshaping of GNPs is expected to occur for temperatures
above 70 °C (this number being in agreement with thermal
stability experiments also carried out in our laboratory).66−69

The local temperatures achieved during our experiments do not
exceed 40 °C, that is, well below the threshold temperature for
reshaping. We therefore claim that, in our experimental
conditions, neither optical trapping nor laser heat induced
reshaping take place. As a consequence, the extinction
coefficient of the solution is not expected to vary during the

Figure 4. 808 nm laser power dependence of the on-focus temperature
increase (ΔTf), normalized by the extinction coefficient at 808 nm
(ΔTf/αext), as obtained for the five GNP. Dots are experimental data,
and solid lines are the best linear fits. Shadowed areas indicate the
conditions with physical meaning, that is, corresponding to absorption
efficiencies between 0 and 1.
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experiments, in agreement with the linear relation between
ΔTf/αext and Pin observed in all cases. In addition, though not
shown here for the sake of brevity, we also measured the 808
nm laser power dependence of the ΔTf/αext ratio for different
concentrations of GNPs. No significant differences with respect
to the results included in Figure 4 were found. In Figure 4, we
marked (shadowed areas) the areas in the ΔTf/αext vs Pin plots
with physical meaning, that is, those corresponding to
absorption efficiency values between 0 and 1. In all cases,
except the experimental data corresponding to the GNSt-l, the
experimental data lie within this range. For the case of GNSt-l,
some of the experimental data are slightly above this range. The
difference between experimental data and the upper limit
corresponding to Φabs = 1 for each laser power was, in all cases,
within experimental uncertainty. These facts suggest that the
absorption efficiency of GNSt-l can be considered equal to
unity. The absorption efficiency of each type of GNP was
obtained by linear fitting of the experimental data and then
applying eq 3. The results are shown in Figure 4, and the
experimentally obtained absorption efficiencies are listed in
Table 1. Next, the agreement between experimental values and
numerical simulations is discussed.
For GNRs, the heating efficiency was found to be 95 ± 4%

(Figure 4). This absorption efficiency can be compared to that
previously reported for 808 nm excited GNRs of similar aspect
ratios but provided by a different manufacturer (Nanopartz
Inc.) and also measured by DBFT.52 In addition, this heating
efficiency is also close to that recently estimated for GNRs with
SPR at 800 nm by photoacoustic imaging (85%).47 These
experimental values of Φabs are indeed in excellent agreement
with theoretical simulations on the optical properties of GNRs
with λSPR and aspect ratio close to 808 nm and 3,
respectively.52,70 Such calculations indicate that, for GNRs
similar to those studied in this work, absorption accounts for
virtually the whole optical extinction.
Figure 4 also shows the experimental results obtained for

both short and long GNSts. The absorption efficiency was
found to be strongly dependent on the particular morphology
of the GNSts. Whereas for “long” GNSts (GNSt-l) the
absorption efficiency is 102 ± 3% (virtually 100%), it drops
to 43 ± 5% for the “short” GNSts (GNSt-s). This is in
agreement with previous calculations performed by different
research groups, which concluded that sharper tips should lead
to larger absorption efficiencies.54,71 The observed reduction in
the absorption efficiency is reasonable, as for GNSt-s the
plasmonic mode, mainly located at the lobes (tips), is expected
to hybridize with that of the central core. This fact could
account for a large scattering probability. Indeed, Jain et al.
estimated that the absorption efficiency of gold nanospheres
(geometry that could describe that of the central core of
GNSts) decreased from 100% down to 70% when λSPR was red-
shifted from 500 to 600 nm.70 In GNSt-s, the contribution of
the central core to the whole volume of a single NP is larger
than for GNSt-l. Consequently, the relative contribution of
core-induced scattering processes is expected to be larger for
GNSt-s than for GNSt-l, therefore leading to a reduction in the
absorption efficiency. The large absorption efficiency obtained
for GNSt-l, together with their characteristic large surface-to-
volume ratios render them promising candidates for photo-
activated drug delivery therapies.
For the case of GNSs, the absorption efficiency was found to

be around 68 ± 3% (see Figure 4). To check the agreement
between our experimental results and theoretical predictions we

recall the numerical simulations included in the work published
by Jain et al., who calculated the extinction, scattering and
absorption coefficients for GNSs with a silica (core) radius of
50 nm and a gold shell thickness of 10 nm, similar dimensions
to those of our GNSs.70 For those dimensions, the calculated
λSPR was 890 nm (very close to the λSPR estimated from the
extinction spectrum included in Figure 2: 870 nm) and the
calculated absorption efficiency was close to 64%, which is in
excellent agreement with our experimental data. According to
our experimental data, the absorption/heating efficiency of
GNSs is 0.7 times the heating efficiency of GNRs. This is in
good agreement with the comparative studies performed by
Hessel et al. who experimentally found that the photothermal
efficiency of a solution of GNSs was 0.6 times that of a GNR
solution (both excited at 800 nm).72

Finally, Figure 4 also includes the results obtained for the
GNCs. The obtained absorption efficiency, 63 ± 2%, is similar
to those obtained for GNSs and GNSts-s. A review of previous
publications concerning the absorption and scattering proper-
ties of GNCs shows that a wide variety can be found in the
values of absorption efficiencies, ranging from 40% up to 100%.
Such a large variation is due to the strong influence that both,
the wall thickness and edge dimensions have on the optical
properties of GNCs. When previously published simulations of
both scattering and absorption cross sections of GNCs are
reviewed it is found that, for a fixed wall thickness around 5 nm,
the absorption efficiency decreases with edge length.55,73,74

Based on these numerical calculations, for our GNCs (47 nm
edge length and 4 nm wall thickness) an absorption efficiency
close to 70% was expected. Indeed, this can be compared to
that we have here obtained experimentally (63%), recalling
what possible differences could arise from the deviation of the
GNC geometry from that of a perfect cube (assumed in
numerical simulations).75 It should be mentioned that the
absorption efficiency found from GNCs is the lowest one
among the geometries analyzed in this work. This also agrees
with the calculations performed by Hu et al., who compared the
absorption efficiency of GNRs, GNSs and GNCs (all of them
with λSPR at 800 nm), concluding that GNCs showed the lowest
absorption efficiency.74 Thus, again, our experimental data
agree well with theoretical simulations.
Once Φabs is known, it is possible to determine both the

scattering and absorption cross sections from the extinction
coefficients determined by optical transmission experiments:
σabs = σext·Φabs and σscat = σext·(1-Φabs). Table 1 includes the
obtained extinction, absorption and scattering cross sections
per GNP. The largest absorption cross sections correspond to
GNCs and GNSs, both showing absorption cross sections in
the order of 10−10 cm2 per nanoparticle. For the purpose of real
“in vivo” photothermal treatments, it would be desirable to
keep at a minimum the total amount of gold incorporated into
the biosystem. This would minimize the possible adverse effects
caused by high metal mass loadings. In this respect, GNPs with
large absorption cross section per nanoparticle and reduced
nanoparticle mass would be desirable. Thus we also listed in
Table 1 the gold mass per nanoparticle ([Au]) corresponding
to the five different geometries. Based on these masses we
estimated the single particle absorption cross section per unit
mass (σabs/[Au]): Results are also listed in Table 1. The largest
values, in the range of 106 cm2/g, were obtained for GNRs and
GNCs, being slightly larger for GNRs. This fact, together with
the excellent uptake rate of GNRs by tumors suggests that
these nanoparticles are very promising for efficient and low
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invasive photothermal treatments.47 Nevertheless, at this point
it should be mentioned that other GNPs with reduced
absorption efficiencies could be also of great utility in, for
instance, photothermal treatments requiring real time GNP
optical tracking. For this purpose, GNPs with both remarkable
scattering and absorption cross sections would be desirable.
Inspection of the values listed in Table 1 reveals that GNCs
simultaneously show large absorption and scattering cross
sections (both in the order of 10−10 cm2) so they constitute
good candidates for efficient photothermal therapies with real
time tracking under single beam illumination.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, quantum dot fluorescence nanothermometry in
combination with double beam confocal microscopy was used
to determine the heating/absorbing efficiency of gold nano-
particles of different geometries all of them with surface
plasmon resonances close to 808 nm, that is, within the first
transparency window for cells and tissue. It has been observed
that the heating efficiency of gold nanoparticles strongly
depends on the particular geometry of the nanoparticles. Gold
nanorods and long-edge gold nanostars were found to be the
geometries leading to absorption efficiencies close to unity.
Furthermore, GNRs were found to provide the largest
absorption cross section per unit mass, rendering them the
most promising candidates for efficient photothermal therapies.
Absorption efficiencies experimentally determined for all the
geometries were compared to those previously predicted by
numerical simulations, with good agreement. The results here
reported open new opportunities for further optimization of
photothermal therapies based on gold nanoparticles, by an
adequate preselection of their exact geometry and size.
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